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Pocket Guide to the Rosary - Matt Fradd
A Pocket Guide to the Rosary helps Catholics deepen their prayer life and
improve their ability to pray what St. Padre Pio called the weapon of our
times. The Rosary. Drawing from the writings of the saints, the Bible,
and Catholic tradition, Matt Fradd has produced a book that every
Catholic should read. Its small size makes it easy to carry to adoration,
keep around for family Rosary night, or hand out at your parish.
Catholics who find it difficult to enter into the mysteries of the Rosary, or
who need some encouragement and inspiration to pray this essential
Catholic prayer, will deeply appreciate this small but powerful book. In
this essential book, Matt Fradd explains: ● How to truly meditate on the
mysteries on the Rosary. ● Major saints methods to pray the Rosary.
Carefully chosen biblical passages to reflect on for each mystery. Here's
how it works: 1. Overview of each mystery, with biblical quotes to help
you establish context and focus your mind 2. Insight on each mystery
from the writings of the saints and Church Fathers 3. Personal
applications for each mystery, so you can further apply these mysteries
to your own life and invite God to be a part of it
The Rosary - Immaculee Ilibagiza 2014-08-15
Immaculée Ilibagiza believes that praying the rosary spared her from
being slaughtered during the horrific 1994 Rwanda genocide, in which
her family and more than a million other innocent men, women, and
children were brutally murdered. Nearly two decades later, Immaculée
continues to pray the rosary every day and marvels at how she is
constantly renewed and richly rewarded by rejoicing in this glorious
prayer. It has helped her in every aspect of her life, from literally saving
her life to strengthening her faith, easing sorrows, changing heartache
into happiness, healing illnesses in herself and others, solving family
problems, landing a dream job, finding long-lost friends, and even
locating lost keys! She received so many blessings from the rosary, in
fact, that she decided to study its history and origins. She soon
discovered that it was not just meant for Catholics, but that the Virgin
Mary promised a life filled with blessings to everyone from any religion
who faithfully recited the rosary daily . . . and this was such wonderful
news that she vowed to share it with as many people as she could. In The
Rosary: The Prayer That Saved My Life, Immaculée reveals how the
rosary’s many blessings can be reaped by each and every one of us. In
this moving and uplifting book, the New York Times bestselling author
recounts her personal experience of discovering the power and the
beauty of the ancient beads—and shows all of us how to enrich our own
lives by exploring and embracing the mysteries, secrets, and promises of
the prayer that became her "lifeline to heaven."
Choose Joy - Kay Warren 2012-04
Offers advice for women on how to choose a joyous life, even in the face
of difficult circumstances or a history of anxiety and depression, by
learning what true joy is and how to access it.
Exploring the Miraculous - Michael O'Neill 2015-12-31
Come explore the miraculous with "Miracle Hunter" Michael O'Neill!
O'Neill, a graduate of Stanford University, member of the Mariological
Society of America, and host of the television series "Miracle Hunters",
takes you on an amazing tour of miracles large and small, and answers
some of our most burning questions: Are miracles all that important?
What do miracles have to do with me? How does the Church determine if
a miracle is valid? What do miracle cures have to do with canonization?
Do saints perform miracles? What are apparitions and why do they
appear? What's a "Eucharistic miracle"? Can statues, icons, or effigies
really be miraculous? What about incorruptibles and stigmata?
Thoroughly researched and documented, Exploring the Miraculous will
enlighten and fascinate, but most of all will guide us to Christ, who is the
center of our lives and the true object of our faith.
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The Woman in the Trees - Theoni Bell 2021-12-14
Set within the expanses of the American frontier, this story follows
Slainie, an inquisitive pioneer girl, whose life is forever transformed
when a mysterious seer shows up at her door. Amidst the backdrop of
the Civil War, family tragedy, and the nation's most destructive wildfire,
Slainie must navigate her rugged pioneer life as she encounters love and
loss, and comes face to face with the story of America's first approved
Marian apparition.
Virgin, Mother, Queen - Robert L. Fastiggi 2019-11-22
The earliest of Mary’s apparitions can be traced back to the first century
of the Church and have continued into modern times, inspiring the
faithful to devotion to her and to a deeper love of Christ her son. In
Virgin, Mother, Queen, popular radio and television host Michael O’Neill
gathers fascinating details from Mary’s mystical appearances around the
world. Robert Fastiggi, professor of systemic theology at Sacred Heart
Major Seminary, answers questions about the historical and theological
development of Marian teachings throughout Church history. The ten,
Church-sanctioned apparitions and their corresponding titles of Mary
are: Virgin: Our Lady of Guadalupe (Mexico, 1531) Mediatrix of Grace:
Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal (Rue du Bac, France, 1830) Mother of
Sorrows: Our Lady of La Salette (France, 1846) Immaculate, All-Holy:
Our Lady of Lourdes (France, 1858) Advocate: Our Lady of Hope
(Pontmain, France, 1871) Blessed: The Knock Apparition (Ireland, 1879)
Mother of the Church: Our Lady of the Rosary (Fatima, Portugal, 1917)
Queen of Heaven: The Virgin of the Golden Heart/Our Lady of Beuraing
(Belgium, 1932) Mother of Mercy: Virgin of the Poor/Our Lady of
Banneaux (Belgium, 1933) Mother of God: Our Lady of Sorrows/Our Lady
of Kibeho (Rwanda, 1981) Virgin, Mother, Queen includes full-color
illustrations and recounts in story and teaching why the apparitions and
titles of Mary continue to be relevant today. Each chapter contains
traditional prayers associated with these historic Marian shrines.
Mary's Message to the World - Annie Kirkwood 1996
Presents a series of predictions about the future of our world, exploring
coming changes, offering spiritual guidance on how to cope with the
transformation, and sharing an uplifting message of hope, peace,
compassion, and understanding. Reprint.
Blessing in Disguise - Ilibagiza Immaculee 2023-03-31
In this new book by New York Times best-selling author Immaculee
Ilibagiza, readers will rediscover this important message from Mary.
Mary wanted the whole world to know the seven sorrows rosary, and
Immaculee not only shares it, but explains Mary's specific teachings for
how to pray it, as well as offers the promises attached to the prayers. The
Rosary of the Seven Sorrows dates back to the Middle Ages, but it gained
new popularity following the sightings of the Blessed Virgin Mary that
occurred in the 1980s in Kibeho, Rwanda. During these sightings, which
were approved by the Vatican, Mary asked that this special rosary be
introduced to the world. It was spread widely to thousands of people,
who then taught it to thousands of others. Immaculee also reveals
incredible real-life stories from people who have been healed through
this prayer. These miracles include healing of addictions, healing of
"incurable" illnesses, including stage 4 pancreatic cancer and infertility,
and more. Besides those miracles, there are many other everyday
blessings to be had, including inner peace, healthier marriages, happier
careers, and more. Mary said, "Help me, my children, to spread this
blessing, this prayer, I will reward those who will do."
How to Pray Like Mary - SONJA. CORBITT 2019-06-28
Saints for Girls - Bart Tesoriero 2011-03-09
Every girl needs to know she is cherished. She needs to share her heart
with someone who will honor, esteem, and care for her. She needs to
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believe there is a God who loves her personally and has a vision for her
life. In Saints for Girls, we share stories of real-life girls and women who
responded whole-heartedly to Jesus and His love. Some of these holy
women were warriors like Saint Joan of Arc, writers and counselors like
Saint Catherine of Siena, pioneers like Saint Kateri Tekakwitha, and
visionaries like Saint Bernadette. Parents, grandparents, all who care for
children, and girls in particular, will enjoy many warm and wonderful
'teaching moments' in the pages of this beautifully illustrated new
classic.
The Virgin Mary Around the World - Baros 2015-08-01
The Glories of Mary - Saint Alfonso Maria de' Liguori 1868
Virgin, Mother, Queen - Robert L. Fastiggi 2019-11-22
Rich in history, scripture, and Church teaching, Virgin, Mother, Queen is
the quintessential resource for those who want to understand how the
more well-known of Mary's many titles correspond with Marian
apparitions across the globe. Renowned Marian expert Robert Fastiggi
and "Miracle Hunter" Michael O'Neill team up to uncover little-known
details about ten of the traditional titles of Mary--including Virgin,
Blessed Mother, and Queen--and her appearances around the world since
the time of Christ.
Left to Tell - Immaculee Ilibagiza 2014-04-07
Immaculee Ilibagiza grew up in a country she loved, surrounded by a
family she cherished. But in 1994 her idyllic world was ripped apart as
Rwanda descended into a bloody genocide. Immaculee’s family was
brutally murdered during a killing spree that lasted three months and
claimed the lives of nearly a million Rwandans. Incredibly, Immaculee
survived the slaughter. For 91 days, she and seven other women huddled
silently together in the cramped bathroom of a local pastor while
hundreds of machete-wielding killers hunted for them. It was during
those endless hours of unspeakable terror that Immaculee discovered the
power of prayer, eventually shedding her fear of death and forging a
profound and lasting relationship with God. She emerged from her
bathroom hideout having discovered the meaning of truly unconditional
love—a love so strong she was able seek out and forgive her family’s
killers. The triumphant story of this remarkable young woman’s journey
through the darkness of genocide will inspire anyone whose life has been
touched by fear, suffering, and loss.
Mary's Message to the World - Mary (Blessed Virgin, Saint (Spirit)) 1991
The earth changes predicted by Mother Mary are occurring all over the
world. Now, more than ever, she asks each person to open their hearts to
the loving Father within.Compiled from a series of "talks," as given by
Mary, the Mother of Jesus, to a woman in Texas between 1987 and 1991,
these eloquent discussions on love, energy, truth and prayer, and a
special message to families, reveal a most compassionate and universal
Mother. Mother Mary had said there would be a 10-year delay in her
predictions concerning the earth changes. That was 1995 and this is
2005. This book has sold over 450,000 copies and is now more relevant
than when first published. Begin by reading the chapter on "Love,"
before the chapter on "Earth Changes."Blue Dolphin, the original
publisher, has just received the rights back from Putnam and plans a
large first (tenth) printing."This book has great impact." Marianne
Williamson
Bless Me, Father, for I Have Kids - Susie Lloyd 2009
Got questions about Catholic family life? You've come to the right place!
As a lifelong Catholic, devoted wife, diligent homeschooler, and mother
of seven, Susie Lloyd knows lots of people who just might have the
answers for you. Susie herself is too busy to give advice: busy giving
home haircuts and finding missing socks; busy teaching her teen girls to
drive, cook, and diagram sentences; busy praying for divine protection
while she races off to church (late) in her full-size van. But every so
often, Susie finds a few moments to share the wit and wisdom she's
gleaned from: Teaching her kids about the Facts of Life: “Somewhere
there must be a book which can aid me in my duty. In it there would be
many pages devoted to birds, bees, and flowers. None involving kegs and
station wagons.” Quelling her teen girls' phobias: “Top of the list is
frumpophobia: fear of being seen in a skirt when every other teen at the
party, except the statue of Mary, will be in jeans. It gets worse if your
dad thinks it would be lovely not only to wear the skirt but a veil as well.”
Handing on Catholic customs: “When I was small, my mother taught me
to say a Hail Mary whenever I heard an ambulance. It's really a beautiful
habit and habit is the word — I don't know how many people I've prayed
for whose car alarm was going off.”• Getting older: “Some people tell me
I could be my teens' older sister. These people are usually 103 years old
our-lady-of-kibeho-mary-speaks-to-the-world-from-the-heart-of-africa

and wear their glasses hanging from a chain. But I'll take it.” Strangers
who question her family size:“What's funny is, the people who call you
nuts really expect you to act sane, and not like this: 'Nuts? Children,
would one of you be a good girl and get the gun out of Mommy's diaper
bag?'” •Enduring her children's music lessons: “Piano recitals are a timehonored way of gaining a plenary indulgence, provided we hold no
attachment to murdering the piano teacher.” Joining a homeschool co-op:
“None of us wanted to quit homeschooling; we just wanted somebody
else to do it for us.” As she did in her beloved first book, Please Don't
Drink the Holy Water, in these pages Susie Lloyd will charm and edify
you with her offbeat — but always pitch-perfect — take on the joys and
challenges of raising a Catholic family in today's world.
Led by Faith (EasyRead Large Bold Edition) - Immacule Ilibagiza
2009-10-06
For three months in the spring of 1994, the African nation of Rwanda
descended into one of the most vicious and bloody genocides the world
has ever seen. Immaculee Ilibagiza, a young university student,
miraculously survived the savage killing spree that left most of her family
and friends, and more than a million of her fellow citizens, dead. As
hundreds of killers hunted for her, Immaculee formed a profound and
transforming relationship with God that transcended the bloodshed and
butchery - a relationship that enabled her to emerge from the slaughter
with a spirit purged of hatred and a heart brimming with forgiveness.
Immaculee's astonishing story of survival was documented in her first
book (with Steve Erwin), LEFT TO TELL. In LED BY FAITH, Immaculee
takes us with her as her remarkable journey continues. Through her
simple and eloquent voice, we experience her hardships and heartache
as she fights to survive and find meaning and purpose in the aftermath of
the genocide. Immaculee fends off sinister new predators, seeks out and
comforts scores of children orphaned by the genocide, and searches for
love and companionship in a land where hatred still flourishes. She
struggles along with her country to heal from the wounds of war and to
keep hope, love, and forgiveness alive, then eventually emigrates to
America to begin a new chapter of her life - a stranger in a strange land.
With the same courage and faith in God that led her through the
darkness of genocide, Immaculee discovers a new life that surpasses
anything she could have imagined while growing up in a tiny village in
one of Africa's poorest countries. It is in the United States, her adopted
country, where she can finally look back at all that has happened and
truly understand why God spared her ... so that she would be left to tell
her story to the world.
An Appeal from Mary in Argentina - René Laurentin 1990
The Life of the Blessed Virgin Mary - Anne Catherine Emmerich
2019-05-11
Incredibly revealing and edifying background of Our Lady, her parents
and ancestors, St. Joseph, plus other people who figured into the coming
of Christ. Many facts described about the Nativity and early life of Our
Lord, as well as the final days of the Blessed Mother–all from the visions
of this great mystic.
The Fascinating Story of Kibeho - Casimir Ruzindaza 2013
My Heart Will Triumph - Mirjana Soldo 2016-08-15
Mirjana Soldo was only 16 years old when she and five other children
saw a mysterious woman on a hillside in the village of Medjugorje, then
part of Yugoslavia. The woman'who possessed a beauty and grace that
seemed to come from beyond'identified herself as the Virgin Mary. The
apparitions that began on the afternoon of June 24, 1981 would
dramatically change Mirjana's life and the lives of countless people
around the world. Her claims, however, brought the wrath of the
Communist government down on Mirjana and everyone around her.
Amazingly, the apparitions have continued for over 35 years. Millions of
people travel to Medjugorje every year in search of answers to life's
biggest questions. And, according to Mirjana, the Virgin entrusted her
with ten secrets that foretell the future of the world'secrets that she will
reveal within her lifetime.
The Saints - Simon Yarrow 2016
The saints form a huge part of our world's history, on both a religious
and secular level. Their shrines have attracted millions of pilgrims
throughout the centuries, and their relics continue to be venerated
today. In North America even atheists and non-Christians know to bury a
statue of StJoseph in their yards for a quick sale of their property. In
England there is a tradition that the weather on St Swithun's feast day
(the 15th July) will continue for forty more days. On the 14th of February
the love-struck and lonely-hearted of the world declare their crushes
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with a card or giftsto the object of their affections, signing in the name of
St Valentine. But how did people become saints? What role does
sainthood continue to play in our institutional beliefs and traditions? And
how does their significance in the Christian ideology translate into other
cultures and belief systems?Simon Yarrow introduces the origins of
sainthood and sanctity, and examines the part the saints have played in
our society and culture, from the ancient world to the modern day.
Exploring the treatment of saints in literature and art, and the way they
have been used in politics, he analyses them asexamples of idealised
male and female heroism. He concludes by considering the similarities
between Christian Saints and holy figures in other religious cultures,
including Islam, Buddhism and Hinduism.
Our Lady of Kibeho - Katori Hall 2015-01-01
THE STORY: In 1981, a village girl in Rwanda claims to see the Virgin
Mary. She is denounced by her superiors and ostracized by her
schoolmates—until impossible happenings begin to appear to all.
Skepticism gives way to fear, causing upheaval in the school community
and beyond. Based on real events, OUR LADY OF KIBEHO is an
exploration of faith, doubt, and the power and consequences of both.
Our Lady of Kibeho - Immaculée Ilibagiza 2009-11
Thirteen years before the bloody 1994 genocide that swept across
Rwanda and left more than a million people dead, the Virgin Mary and
Jesus Christ appeared to eight young people in the remote village of
Kibeho. Through these visionaries, Mary and Jesus warned of the
looming holocaust, which they assured could be averted if Rwandans
opened their hearts to God and embraced His love.
Our Lady of Fatima - William T. Walsh 1954-10-01
"The future of our civilization, our liberties, our very existence may
depend upon the acceptance of her commands." --William Thomas Walsh
This was the conclusion reached by William Thomas Walsh, distinguished
author, historian, and teacher, after he had thorougly investigated the
miracle of Fatima. Here is the whole remarkable story of the appearance
of the Blessed Virgin Mary to three simple children at an obscure
Portuguese village in 1917. Her prophecies of World War II and the rise
of communism, her plea to humanity to do penance, her promise that
world peace and the conversion of Russia would take place if her
messages were heeded -- these are some of the dramatic events in this
fascinating account of a modern miracle. Our Lady of Fatima is a
magnificent re-creation of an event whose effects are still reverberating
throughout the world -- the appearance in person of the Mother of God
with a "peace plan from heaven."
Apparitions of Kibeho - Gilbert Biziyaremye 2021-02-24
The Blessed Virgin Mary appeared at Kibeho in Rwanda from 28
November 1981 to 28 November 1989. In her message, she pointed out
the ill-state of the world in rebellion against God. As such, humanity was
heading towards its self-destruction. It was on the verge of falling into an
abyss, and dragged by the Evil one, it was heading into continuous
disobedience against God's commands. As a remedy for that
wretchedness of the world, she made an urgent appeal to an unwavering
faith, repentance, conversion and prayer.This books briefly recounts the
events of the apparitions of Kibeho, their message and their functions in
the Church today. It answers questions such as: Why did Our Lady
appear at Kibeho? What did she say? What did she expect from people?
How did the Church receive her appeal? And what is the relevance of her
message for our daily Christian life?At the end of her apparitions, she
declared: "My children, I am going to leave you. I love you. I love you. I
love you so much. But woe to those who will be indifferent to the love I
expressed to you and promise you!" Would you not positively respond to
such a motherly pleading love?
Our Lady of Kibeho - Immaculee Ilibagiza 2010-04-01
Thirteen years before the bloody 1994 genocide that swept across
Rwanda and left more than a million people dead, the Virgin Mary and
Jesus Christ appeared to eight young people in the remote village of
Kibeho. Through these visionaries, Mary and Jesus warned of the
looming holocaust, which (they assured) could be averted if Rwandans
opened their hearts to God and embraced His love. Mary also sent
messages to government and church leaders to instruct them how to end
the ethnic hatred simmering in their country. She warned them that
Rwanda would become "a river of blood"—a land of unspeakable
carnage—if the hatred of the people was not quickly quelled by love.
Some leaders listened, but very few believed. The prophetic and
apocalyptic warnings tragically came true during 100 horrifying days of
savage bloodletting and mass murder. Much like what happened at
similar sites such as Fátima and Lourdes, the messengers of Kibeho were
at first mocked and disbelieved. But as miracle after miracle occurred in
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the tiny village, tens of thousands of Rwandans journeyed to Kibeho to
behold the apparitions. After the genocide, and two decades of rigorous
investigation, Our Lady of Kibeho became the first and only Vaticanapproved Marian (related to the Virgin Mary) site in all of Africa. But the
story still remained largely unknown. Now, however, Immaculée Ilibagiza
has changed all that. She has made many pilgrimages to Kibeho, both
before and after the holocaust, has personally witnessed true miracles,
and has spoken with a number of the visionaries themselves. What she
has discovered will deeply touch your heart!
Fruits of Fatima - Joseph Pronechen 2019-08-15
This riveting account of true-life Fatima events of the past hundred years
demonstrates that Our Lady’s messages are more vital today than ever
before. Here, author Joseph Pronechen reports on scores of post-Fatima
incidents that reveal the wide-reaching influence the apparitions have
had throughout this past century on the lives of ordinary people, popes,
saints — and even unbelievers! You’ll learn of amazing but little-known
Fatima-related occurrences, including the role of the apparitions in . . . The declaration of the dogma of the Assumption of Mary -The 1981
attempt to assassinate Pope St. John Paul II — and his miraculous
survival -St. Padre Pio’s astounding recovery from a long-term illness The Church’s struggle against Communism -St. Faustina’s Divine Mercy
visions -And many more incidents related to Fatima! It’s time to discover
all of Fatima — not simply the isolated incidents of the early twentieth
century, but the ongoing heavenly interventions that are impacting
modern history and bearing extraordinary spiritual fruit along the way.
Armed with this knowledge and perspective, you’ll be inspired again by
the messages of Fatima and will devote yourself once more — or perhaps
for the first time — to Mother Mary, whose love for you and concern for
your salvation know no bounds.
Consoling the Heart of Jesus - Michael E. Gaitley, MIC 2017-02-27
This do-it-yourself retreat combines the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius
with the teachings of Saints Thérèse of Lisieux, Faustina Kowalska, and
Louis de Montfort. As Danielle Bean, editor-in-chief of Catholic Digest,
puts it, “The voice of Christ in these pages is one that even this
hopelessly distracted wife and mother of eight could hear and respond
to.” Includes bonus material in appendices.
Medjugorje - Wayne Weible 1989-07-01
With refreshing candor and self-deprecating humor, Wayne takes the
reader with him on the adventure to Medjugorje that radically and
permanently changed his life. You will discover the apparitions of the
Blessed Mother along with him, as he chronicles the ways that the Virgin
Mary continues to speak to the world today from Medjugorje. "In a tiny
village in the mountains of Yugoslavia, the Virgin Mary, mother of Jesus
Christ, had reportedly been appearing to a group of local teenagers,
beginning in June, 1981, and continuing every evening since." So begins
journalist Wayne Weible's life-transforming investigation into the
veracity of one of the most popular Marian apparition claims in history.
What began as a quick attempt to add some spice to his regular
newspaper column resulted in a life-long exploration of the apparitions of
the Blessed Mother that are still happening at Medjugorje, and the lives
that are changed as a result. Do miracles happen? Wayne Weible is one
former skeptic who is now convinced that they do. Paraclete Press
presents a special, hardcover, illustrated edition of Medjugorje: The
Message---the best-selling English-language book on the subject--- on the
occasion of the 25th anniversary of Mary's first message to six youths in
the mountains. This new edition includes a new preface by the author
and a special, eight-page photo insert.
Sowing the Seeds of Forgiveness - Immaculée Ilibagiza 2011-05-02
In 1994, Immaculée Ilibagiza watched in horror as the forces of hatred
plunged her beloved African homeland of Rwanda into three months of
genocidal butchery in which more than a million innocent men, women,
and children—including her own family—were brutally slaughtered.
Immaculée’s first two Rwandan memoirs, the international bestseller,
Left to Tell; and the highly acclaimed sequel, Led By Faith, chronicle her
miraculous survival and remarkable ability to triumph over darkness and
despair by embracing the power of God’s love and forgiveness to rid her
heart of hatred. Now, in Sowing The Seeds of Forgiveness, Immaculée
reveals how the simple message of forgiveness in her earlier books
resonated in the hearts of readers around the world. We join Immaculée
as she travels from Iceland to Japan, from Hollywood to the Holy Land, to
the White House luncheon and a meeting with the first family, and much
more. In each country, no matter what the culture or language,
Immaculée is greeted with the same question: 'How do we forgive?' Her
answer is always the same, and it is what Sowing The Seeds of
Forgiveness is truly about—'Love.'
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Calls from the Message of Fatima - Sister Lucia 2005-06-18
Our Lady of KIBEHO - Immaculee Ilibagiza 2008-11-28
Thirteen years before the bloody 1994 genocide that swept across
Rwanda and left more than a million people dead, the Virgin Mary and
Jesus Christ appeared to eight young people in the remote village of
Kibeho. Through these visionaries, Mary and Jesus warned of the
looming holocaust, which they assured could be averted if Rwandans
opened their hearts to God and embraced His love. Much like what
happened at similar sites such as Fátima and Lourdes, the messengers of
Kibeho were at first mocked and disbelieved. But as miracle after miracle
occurred in the tiny village, tens of thousands of Rwandans journeyed to
Kibeho to behold the apparitions. For years, countless onlookers watched
as the Mother and Son of God spoke through the eight seers about God’s
love, sending messages that they insisted were meant not only for
Rwandans, but for the entire world, to hear. Mary also sent messages to
government and church leaders to instruct them how to end the ethnic
hatred simmering in their country. She warned them that Rwanda would
become “a river of blood” —a land of unspeakable carnage —if the hatred
of the people was not quickly quelled by love. Some leaders listened, but
very few believed: the prophetic and apocalyptic warnings tragically
came true during 100 horrifying days of savage bloodletting and mass
murder. After the genocide, and two decades of rigorous investigation,
Our Lady of Kibeho became the first and only Vatican-approved Marian
(that is, related to the Virgin Mary) site in all of Africa. But the story still
remains largely unknown. Now, Immaculée Ilibagiza plans to change all
that. She made many pilgrimages to Kibeho both before and after the
holocaust, personally witnessed true miracles, and spoke with a number
of the visionaries themselves. What she’s discovered will deeply touch
your heart.
The Story of Jesus and Mary in Kibeho - Immaculee Ilibagiza
2017-10-29
Our Lady of Guadalupe - Carl Anderson 2009-08-04
Nearly a decade after Spain's conquest of Mexico, the future of
Christianity on the American continent was very much in doubt.
Confronted with a hostile colonial government and Native Americans
wary of conversion, the newly-appointed bishop-elect of Mexico wrote to
tell the King of Spain that, unless there was a miracle, the continent
would be lost. Between December 9 and December 12, 1531, that
miracle happened, and it forever changed the future of the continent. It
was then that the Virgin Mary famously appeared to a Native American
Christian convert on a hilltop outside of what is now Mexico City. The
image she left imprinted on his cloak or tilma has puzzled scientists for
centuries, and yet Our Lady of Gudalupe’s place in history is profound. A
continent that just months before the apparitions seemed completely lost
to Christianity suddenly and inexplicably embraced it by the millions.
Our Lady of Guadalupe's message of love replaced the institutionalized
violence of the Aztec culture, and built a bridge between two worlds —
the old and the new — that were just ten years earlier engaged in brutal
warfare. Today, Our Lady of Guadalupe continues to inspire the devotion
of millions. From Canada to Argentina — and even beyond the Americas
— one finds great devotion to her, and great appreciation for her
message of love, unity and hope. Today reproductions of the Virgin’s
miraculous image can be seen throughout North and South America, in
churches and homes, on billboards and even clothing apparel. Her shrine
in Mexico City, where the miraculous image is housed to this day, is one
of the most visited in the world. In Our Lady of Guadalupe: Mother of the
Civilization of Love, Anderson & Chavez trace the history of Our Lady of
Guadalupe from the sixteenth century to the present discuss of how her
message was and continues to be an important catalyst for religious and
cultural transformation. Looking at Our Lady of Guadalupe as a model of
the Church and Juan Diego as a model for all Christians who seek to
answer Christ's call of conversion and witness, the authors explore the
changing face of the Catholic Church in North, Central, and South
America, and they show how Our Lady of Guadalupe's message was not
only historically significant, but how it speaks to contemporary issues
confronting the American continents and people today.
Our Lady’s Message - Donna-Marie Cooper O’Boyle 2017
In this warm retelling of the story of Our Lady of Fatima, Donna-Marie
Cooper O’Boyle unfolds vividly before the eyes of children the mysterious
radiant holy Lady who suddenly appeared to three peasant farm children
in Portugal. At a tumultuous time when the First World War was at its
height and Portuguese farm families were devastated by the horrors of
the Great War, miraculous events mysteriously occurred in 1916 and
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again in 1917 in an obscure little agricultural hamlet in Portugal. As
Lucia, Francisco, and Jacinta were grazing their flock of sheep, a great
white Angel emerged, preparing the little shepherds’ hearts and souls for
what was to come. Soon, the Queen of Heaven appeared over a little
holm oak tree, bringing many graces and important messages about
penance, prayer, and peace. She even performed a miracle—the Great
Miracle of the Sun – to prove her message was from Heaven, a message
that would wake up the sleepy village and ultimately change the world!
In reading this beautifully-illustrated chapter book, children will walk in
the footsteps of Lucia, Francisco, and Jacinta and will be led to ponder
Our Lady’s message and how it should be applied to their own prayer
lives. Award-winning author and journalist, catechist, and EWTN
television host Donna-Marie Cooper O’Boyle’s love for children and
family shines through these pages. A master storyteller, she now
presents this authentic book which reads like a page-turning novel for
children ages seven to one hundred and seven.
A Blessing in Disguise - Immaculee Ilibagiza 2023-01-31
This long-awaited book from New York Times best-selling author
Immaculée Ilibagiza teaches readers how to pray the rosary of the seven
sorrows for greater wisdom, strength, and forgiveness. In this new book
by New York Times best-selling author Immaculée Ilibagiza, readers will
rediscover this important message from Mary. Mary wanted the whole
world to know the seven sorrows rosary, and Immaculée not only shares
it, but explains Mary’s specific teachings for how to pray it, as well as
offers the promises attached to the prayers. The Rosary of the Seven
Sorrows dates back to the Middle Ages, but it gained new popularity
following the sightings of the Blessed Virgin Mary that occurred in the
1980s in Kibeho, Rwanda. During these sightings, which were approved
by the Vatican, Mary asked that this special rosary be introduced to the
world. It was spread widely to thousands of people, who then taught it to
thousands of others. Immaculée also reveals incredible real-life stories
from people who have been healed through this prayer. These miracles
include healing of addictions, healing of “incurable” illnesses, including
stage 4 pancreatic cancer and infertility, and more. Besides those
miracles, there are many other everyday blessings to be had, including
inner peace, healthier marriages, happier careers, and more. Mary said,
“Help me, my children, to spread this blessing, this prayer, I will reward
those who will do.”
Our Lady's Wardrobe - Anthony DeStefano 2020-04-16
This delightful rhyming book introduces Catholic children to the Blessed
Virgin Mary in a fun and simple way—through her clothes! When Our
Lady lived in Nazareth two thousand years ago, she was very poor and
probably didn’t have many nice things to wear. But now that she’s in
Heaven, she has an enormous mansion. And in that mansion she has an
incredibly beautiful wardrobe filled with a great variety of dresses, veils,
slippers, sashes, robes, rings and crowns. Over the centuries, Our Lady
has visited the people of Earth many times. On each of these occasions
she has dressed very differently. Our Lady’s Wardrobe tells the story of
some of her most famous apparitions, highlighting the clothes she wore
and the things she did. By reading this book, children will not only learn
about the Mother of God, but will also learn the main purpose of her
life—to love and serve her son, Jesus Christ, and to lead others to do the
same.
The Boy Who Met Jesus - Immaculee Ilibagiza 2012-11-28
It's the greatest story never told: that of a boy who met Jesus and dared
to ask Him all the questions that have consumed mankind since the dawn
of time. His name was Segatashya. He was a shepherd born into a
penniless and illiterate pagan family in the most remote region of
Rwanda. He never attended school, never saw a bible, and never set foot
in a church. Then one summer day in 1982 while the 15-year-old was
resting beneath a shade tree, Jesus Christ paid him a visit. Jesus asked
the startled young man if he'd be willing to go on a mission to remind
mankind how to live a life that leads to heaven. Segatashya accepted the
assignment on one condition: that Jesus answer all his questions-and all
the questions of those he met on his travels-about faith, religion, the
purpose of life, and the nature of heaven and hell. Jesus agreed to the
boy's terms, and Segatashya set off on what would become one of the
most miraculous journeys in modern history. Although he was often
accused of being a charlatan and beaten as a result, Segatashya's
innocent heart and powerful spiritual wisdom quickly won over even the
most cynical of critics. Soon, this teenage boy who had never learned to
read or write was discussing theology with leading biblical scholars and
advising pastors and priests of all denominations. He became so famous
in Rwanda that the Catholic Church investigated his story. The doctors
and psychiatrists who examined Segatashya all agreed that they were
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witnessing a miracle. His words and simple truths converted thousands
of hearts and souls wherever he went. Before his death during the 1994
Rwandan genocide, Segatashya continued his travels and conversations
with Jesus for eight years, asking Him what we all want to know: · Why
were we created? · Why must we suffer? · Why do bad things happen to
good people? · When will the world end? · Is there life after death? · How
do we get to Heaven? The answers to these and many other momentous,
life-changing questions are revealed in this riveting book, which is the
first full account of Segatashya's remarkable life story. Written with
grace, passion, and loving humor by Immaculée Ilibagiza, Segatashya's
close friend and a survivor of the Rwandan holocaust herself, this truly
inspirational work is certain to move you in profound ways. No matter
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what your faith or religious beliefs, Segatashya's words will bring you
comfort and joy, and prepare your heart for this life . . . and for life
everlasting.
The Boy Who Met Jesus and a Message for Humanity - Immaculee
Ilibagiza 2016-07-01
"The Boy Who Met Jesus and a Message for Humanity" is a companion
book to Immaculee Ilibagiza's book, "The Boy Who Met Jesus." This
companion book contains conversations between young, Rwandan
visionary, Segatashya, and Jesus. Many readers will remember
Segatashya from "The Boy Who Met Jesus". This book of messages
focuses on Jesus' 2nd coming and the End Times.
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